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 Games similar to Brian Lara International Cricket 2007: ***** (Completely working and tested trainer).****** (Just playing
the demo). Call the Brian Lara International Cricket 2007 v1.0 TRAINER +5 and download instantly from TrainerGames.
Introduction: Brian Lara International Cricket 2007 v1.0 *Brian Lara International Cricket 2007 v1.0 is here to bring you a

realistic cricket experience. The game allows you to live the life of a cricketer. *Game features: *Over 50 realistic pitches *3D
graphics *New set of ball and bats. *Automatic fielding, umpiring and mid-innings updates *New squad members. *Over 1000
players in the game. You can save and load the game. *Save and resume game in case of an error or loss of network. *New dug-
outs. *Customize your player's batting and fielding styles. *Different kinds of wickets. *Stunning graphics. *New modes: New
Zealand vs Australia test, World Cup Qualifier, One Day International, T-20, Super-8, Super-50, First class and List A. *New
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ODI rules. *Best in the world mode. *Cricket scoring. *Easy going user interface. *What's new in this version: 1. Fixed the bug
with some players under extreme circumstances. 2. Fixed the bug with the selection of the batsman. 3. Fixed the bug with the
Batsman. 4. Improved the display of the run out. 5. Added the world cup. 6. Added the live time of the match. 7. You can now
buy and sell the players from the lineup. 8. You can now win the series in all forms of cricket. 9. Now you can win the world

cup qualifier and world cup. 10. Now you can play the T-20. 11. Now you can play the ODI. 12. Now you can play the Super 8.
13. Now you can play the test. 14. Now you can play the first class. 15. Now you can play the List A. 16. Now you can play the

T-20 and ODI. 17. Now you can play the Super 50. 18. Now you can play the super-8. 19. Now you can play the 1 day
international. 20. Now you can play the world cup. 21. Now you can play the one day international. 22. Now you can play the
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